AN INTELLECTUAL
SPACE FOR
GENDER
JUSTICE,
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT &
CULTURAL
GROWTH.
DAYAPURAM ARTS & SCIENCE
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
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FOUNDATION
Dayapuram College lives for social
justice, communal harmony and new
education, the foundational concerns
of Dayapuram, by focusing on
establishing an intellectual space for
women’s empowerment. The college
community believes in creating an
enabling and encouraging atmosphere
for academic explorations and cultural
enrichment in a socially sensitive,
mutually accountable and ethically
consistent manner.
Built on the legacy of the parallel college,
Dayapuram Vanitha College (19882008) for streamlining many a poor
and backward girl into higher education
through dedicated basic skill building,
Dayapuram Arts and Science College for
Women (Affiliated to the University
of Calicut) was established in 2002.
The college is managed by a set
of academic volunteers of premier
educational institutions from different
parts of the country, guided by
Dayapuram’s patron, CT Abdurahim
and Al Islam Charitable President
Dr. MM Basheer, and conceptualized
and organized by Dr. NP Ashley, the
volunteer in-charge of the college.
After Dr. PG Sabu, Dr. Sreevidhya NT has
taken over has the Principal of the college
from 29th May 2020.
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PERSPECTIVE
University is often understood to be
the space for an unending conversation:
though a set of people begin the
conversation, people from the group
keep moving out but the new ones keep
coming in and continue the conversation.
Conversation is an act and art of losing
a bit of oneself and gaining a bit of the
other. At the college level, when students
choose a subject for the first time, they are
trained in the ways of their subject and
given a set of skills to work with the world.
Dayapuram College, attempts to
facilitate a series of conversations with
students’ chosen area of specialization
(the extension lecture series, AMALGAM),
orient them in higher education and
career choices (the add-on course,
PRISM), give a sense of leading
educational institutions of the country
through training and interaction
(extension lectures and EDUCATIONAL
CONCLAVE) and provide opportunity
to meet noted scholars of the country
(SCHOLARS OF EMINENCE series).
The college also facilitates visits for
student and faculty representatives to visit
premier centres of higher education to
see and benefit from different models of
education.
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SPACES
Dayapuram College believes that a
learning environment which is natural,
artistic, interpersonal, digitally savvy and
academically dense is central to the
overall growth of a college community.
The college has to floated the idea of a
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE, wherein hostel
students have additional activities through
clubs and tutors to mentor them in their
subjects as well as in their overall growth.
The hostel has a dedicated library, indoor
and outdoor game areas, and common
rooms for students as well as faculty.
Literature, film, cooking, gardening and
craft get special attention and venues
through such student-run clubs.
The new library, enriched by both
acquisitions and donations, along with
open spaces for student-faculty
interactions also contribute to
creating the ambience.
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PARTICIPATION
Dayapuram College believes in evolving
its college-ing model in a consultative
and participative manner. Student Union
(elected body in charge of college cultural
and social activities), Student Council
(a body with student representatives
from each discipline of all three years),
Student Faculty Acedemic Committee
of Departments Head’s Council (with
all heads of departments as members),
Faculty Council (with all faculty members
as members), College Development
Council (with student, faculty, nonteaching staff, volunteers and Managing
Committee representatives as members)
and College Managing Committee are
the bodies introduced for this purpose.
Student participation in curricular and
extra-curricular activities is hugely
encouraged and these will be mentored
through faculty in-charges. The college
has a transparent evaluation mechanism
in which all stake holders get to evaluate
everybody else. This process ensures
justice, accountability, dignity, mutual
respect, sensitivity, and cultivation of high
work ethic and academic standards.
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COURSES OFFERED
UNDER GRADUATE
• B. Sc. Physics with Computer Applications and
Mathematics (39 Seats)
• B. Com with Computer Applications (60 Seats)
• B.B.A. Finance (40 Seats)
• B.A. Functional English (46 Seats)
• B.Sc. Computer Science (24 Seats)

POST GRADUATE
• M.Com. Financial Management (20 Seats)
• M.A English (20 Seats)
UG programmes are offered under Choice based
Credit Semester System (CUCBCSS) and PG programmes
under Choice-based Credit Semester System (CCSS).
The duration of a UG programme shall be six semesters
distributed over a period of three academic years and that
of PG programme shall be four semesters distributed over
a period of two academic years.

ADMISSION
Selection and admission of candidates to various
programmes are made in accordance with the norms
laid down by the Government, the University & the
Management. Out of the total number of seats, 50% will
be allotted to aspirants on general merit. The remaining
seats will be allotted to candidates under the management
quota for which a separate application form has to be
filled in and submitted.
1. Application forms will be available at the College
office, Dayapuram, N. I. T. campus P.O, Kozhikode 8

673601 or can be downloaded from our site www.
dayapuram.org. The filled in application will be
processed only after receiving attested photocopies of
the +2 mark list and SSLC front page showing age
and an application fee of Rs. 300/(Due to Covid-19, if there are changes, they will be
published and updated online)
2. Filled in applications should be submitted to the
Principal on or before the date specified in the Calicut
University notification.
3. Incomplete applications will not be considered.
A self-addressed sufficiently stamped postcard should
be enclosed if acknowledgment is desired.
4. Original certificates are not needed along with the
application but self attested copies should be attached.
5. The applicants should produce the following
certificates in original, at the time of interview:
(a) Qualifying Certificates and SSLC Book
(b) Transfer Certificate from the Institution last
attended.
(c) Conduct Certificate from the Head of the
institution last attended.
(d) 3 copies of passport size photograph of the
student enclosed in an envelope with name and
address of the candidate affixed there on.
(e) Two photo copies of the qualifying examination
mark list.
6. On admission, all the certificates in original should
be surrendered to the college. Sufficient number of

attested copies of the certificates should be kept with
the candidates.
7. Candidates not accompanied by their parent or
guardian will not be interviewed.

within the campus. Those who wish to get admission to
the hostel should apply for the same in the prescribed
form which can be had from the college office, after
securing admission into the college.

8. Candidates absent for the interview without prior
intimation will forfeit their claim for admission.

PAYMENT OF FEES

GENERAL INFORMATION

• Fee once paid will not be refunded.

• The college works from Monday to Friday. College
will function on Saturdays as and when need arises to
conduct courses on life skills and other co-curricular
activities. The college timing will be as per the
Government instruction. Holidays for the year will be
mentioned in the college calendar.
• Uniform is compulsory for the students on all working
days. The details regarding the college uniform can
be obtained from the college office. The campus has
a dress code, which should be followed on all days,
including on the days uniform is not compulsory.

*The details of fee structure is given in Appendix I

• Caution deposit will be refunded only on production of
the receipt after successful completion of the
programme.
• Students who discontinue the course during an
academic year will have to pay the fee for the
whole programme (UG/PG), otherwise the original
certificates shall not be issued.

• Strict discipline should be maintained while in the
college or outside. Violation of any disciplinary norms
will be severely dealt with.
• Expulsion also will be resorted to on grave acts of
misconduct.

FACILITIES
• Library - A well furnished library caters to the needs of
the students.
• Laboratories - Well-equipped laboratories are
available for Physics and Computer Science
• Residence Facility - Limited hostel facility is available
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DAYAPURAM GEETHAMONV PARK
A space dedicated to the anthem of
Dayapuram and its author, ONV Kurup.

IDEA:
C. T. Abdurahim
PROJECT CONCEPTUALIZATION:
Dr. N. P. Ashley
DESIGN:
K L Leon and Anto George
GUIDANCE:
P. P. Hyder Haji, K. Kunhalavi, Dr. M. M. Basheer
CO-ORDINATION:
Dr. C. E. Renjini, Tiji V. Abraham, K. Kunhoyi
GARDENING:
Kodiyathoor Abdurahiman
SCULPTURES:
Sasidharan K. C.
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DAYAPURAM ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
N.I.T Campus P.O | Calicut - 673 601
Ph: 0495-2288536, 2287136, 2287236 | Fax: 0495 2287137
E-mail: info@dayapuram.org | www.dayapuramcollege.org
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